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I. Grammar and Usage   10% 
     

There are four choices (marked A, B, C, and D) after each sentence. Choose the one word or phrase that 

best completes the sentence. Then, on your answer sheet, write down the letter (A, B, C, or D). 

 

1. Theories about _________ the brain works remains a topic of debate. 

     A. what  B. how  C. which  D. where 

2. Not only ___________, but they also lost many farm animals during the inclement winter. 
A. their crops failed   B. did their crops fail   C. do their crops fail 

D. their crops had failed 

3.  The teacher made a list of words and explained _______they mean ______Chinese. 
     A. what….in   B. how….in   C. which….with    D. how….with 

4. I must thank the woman ___________ I got a present. 
A. who     B. whom    C. from whom  D. from her 

5. _________Hemingway lived in Cuba that he wrote “The Old Man and the Sea.” 
A. During the time   B. When    C. While   D. It was when 

6. They thought Robert would not invite them, __________. 
A. but he invited    B. but he did    C. and he had invited  D. and he does 

7. _________ there is a profound and extensive reform of government policies in the near future, the 
economic conditions in that country will continue to deteriorate.  
A. If    B. Because    C. Unless   D. Although 

8. Society today is no longer as stable as before because the rate of change, _________ by technology and 
social aspirations, has increased. 
A. caused  B. is caused  C. having caused   D. has caused 

  9. The clerk didn’t allow me ________________. 
    A. having my money refunded     B. to have my money refund 

    C. having my money refunding    D. to have my money refunded 

10. Today, it is generally expected for male partners to take more responsibility for child rearing than their 
fathers or grandfathers ________. 

A. are   B. were   C. do   D. did 背面尚有試題 
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II.  Correcting errors: 20% 
 

The underlined part in each sentence is unacceptable in standard written English.  You are to correct it 

and write down the correction on the answer sheet. 

   

Example          They wanted he and she to leave immediately.  

    Sample Answer      him and her 

 

1. We will visit the factory which you worked there last year. 

2. Since there were no witnesses, no one was aware of that he had said. 

3. Why you not have been in class for the last couple of days? 

4. We asked the secretary would the director be back before five o’clock. 

5. I took a taxi, and which took me straight home. 

 6.  There have been little change in the patient’s condition since he was   

      moved to the intensive care unit. 

   7.  Since the beginning of the modern industrial age, many of the natural habitats   

      of plants and animals have destroyed by industrial development and pollution.      

8. Writing in a terse, lucid style, the book describes the author’s childhood. 

9. Although Alice is a pretty traditional woman, but she has had to give up some of her traditional 

expectations. 

10.  I admit it was stupid of me have not to understand what you hinted at.. 

 

III. Reading comprehension  20% 
A.   

Even the fairest and most impartial newspaper is a medium of propaganda. Every daily newspaper 

has an editorial page. Here opinion is expressed on events and personalities in the news. But editorial 

judgment is so persuasively presented that many people accept these opinions as facts. Good journalists 

uphold a code of ethics which distinguishes between news and editorial opinions. This code holds that in 

an editorial column the publisher is entitled to advocate any cause he chooses. It is understood that there 

he is speaking as a partisan and may express any view he desires. Because a modern newspaper is so 

expensive to produce and so costly to establish, newspapers have increasingly become big business  
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organization. Although there are exceptions, these large newspapers tend to reflect the views of their 

owners in their editorials on economic and political matters. In the news columns, however , the 

complete and unbiased facts should be reported. The better metropolitan newspapers and the great press 

associations usually can be relied on to keep their news impartial. But the less ethical publications often 

deliberately “color” the news to favor or oppose certain groups or movements. 

1. The author states that no modern newspaper _________________________.  

A. is free of propaganda   

B. is controlled by big business interests  

C. separates fact and opinion  

D. operates according to a code of ethics  

     

2. According to the journalistic code of ethics, a newspaper must ________________. 

. A. accept only responsible advertisers   

B. separate editorials from news   

C. interpret news according to its editorial viewpoint  

D. determine what the reader should know about the news 

   

3. According to the passage, a newspaper publisher may use the editorial page to   

      support _____________________________________. 

A. only the cause which is most popular   

B. any cause supported by the advertisers   

C. any cause he believes in   

D. only the cause of the owners 

 

4. Newspapers have entered the category of large business organization because of 

___________________________.  

A. their influence on the reading public  

B. their reports of stock market activity   

C. the millions of papers sold daily  

D. the tremendous costs of production 

 

5. When only one side of the news is regularly presented in a newspaper the reader may assume that the 

____________________________________________. 

A. paper is a member of a large press association   
背面尚有試題 
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B. the ethical standards of the paper are suspect 

C. paper is in financial trouble   

D. paper upholds a journalistic code of ethics 

B.   

      For the normal emotional and physical development of infants, sensory and perceptual stimulation is 

necessary. Healthy babies experience the stimulation while in contact with the mother or other adults who 

feed, diaper, or wash the infant. However, infants who are born prematurely or are sick miss these 

experiences during the early weeks of their lives when they live in incubators, an artificial environment 

devoid of normal stimuli. These babies tend to become listless and seem uninterested in their 

surroundings. However, when they are stimulated by being handled and spoken to and by being provided 

with bright objects such as hanging mobiles or pictures, they begin to respond by smiling, becoming 

more active physically, and gaining weight more quickly.   

6. The main idea expressed in the passage is ____________________. 

A. the importance of incubators for sick infants 

B. the importance of stimulation for newborn infants 

C. the prenatal care of babies 

D. the improvement of the care of newborn infants 

 

7. According to the passage, premature infants cared for in incubators, when compared with full-term 

infants, are likely to _________________. 

A. be less active physically 

B. gain weight more rapidly 

C. receive more natural stimulation 

D. respond more to bright objects 

 

   8.  Infants whose environment has been stimulated will do all of the following except  

     _________________. 

A. smile more 

B. move around more 

C. weight more quickly 

D. be unaware of their surroundings 
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9.  According to the passage, which of the following is a correct statement about infants and their 

stimulation needs? 

A. Healthy infants fail to receive sufficient stimulation 

B. Sensory and perceptual stimuli may not be necessary for an infant 

C. Healthy infants who are not premature need no stimulation  

D. Incubators do not provide adequate infant stimulation 

 

  10.  According to the passage, which of the following is not true?  

A. Healthy babies usually experience sufficient stimulation. 

B. Premature infants may spend several weeks in an incubator. 

C. Infants in incubators fail to gain weight 

D. Bright objects can be a means of stimulating babies.  

 

IV. Translation: 25% 
    Translate the following Chinese sentences into English. 

   1. 台灣出生率為什麼會下降？(5%) 

   2. 今日許多人晚婚、不婚或選擇不生小孩。(5%) 

   3. 我們無法一夕之間改變這個人口結構的新趨勢。(5%) 

   4. 政府可以增加為數不多的育兒津貼，提供更好的生子減稅方案，更重要的是，成立父母

負擔得起的優質育兒中心。(10%) 

 

V. Writing: 25% 
 

   Odors can often trigger powerful memories. For example, the smell of bread baking may remind people of 

their childhood homes. What memories do you associate with certain odors? Please write a composition of 

150-200 words. 

 

 

 

 

 


